Recommended Areas for Tactile and Multisensory Opportunities in Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation and Greenfield Village

The following areas of Henry Ford Museum of American Innovation are recommended for their tactile features:

- Rosa Parks Bus (in “With Liberty and Justice for All”)
- Dymaxion House
- Allegheny Locomotive (in “Railroads”)
- Build a Model T (in “Made in America-Manufacturing”)
- Henry’s Assembly Line (in “Made in America-Manufacturing”)
- Combine Cab (in “Agriculture”)
- Overland Car (in “Your Place in Time”)
- “Heroes of the Sky” has a number of tactile features built into the exhibit (airplane wing fabric, wooden propeller, aluminum samples, seats in airplane fuselage)

The following Greenfield Village buildings are recommended for their tactile and/or multisensory offerings:

- Firestone Farm (can smell food cooking each morning; can feel the heat of the stove)
- Pottery Shop (can touch clay and pieces of decorated pottery)
- Weaving Shop (can touch different pieces of woven cloth)
- Printing Office (can touch block letters and engravings)
- Tin Shop (can touch tin cookie cutters)
- Glass Shop (can feel the heat and hear the roar of the fires)
- Armington & Sims Machine Shop (can touch pieces of brass that show varying production levels of a brass candlestick; can hear the whirr of machines)
- Hanks Silk Mill (can touch a silkworm cocoon and pieces of silk)
- Cohen Millinery (can touch different kinds of hats and the materials on the hats)
- J.R. Jones General Store (can touch pieces of clothing)
- Menlo Park Laboratory (can feel vibrations of the megaphone when a presenter talks into it; can listen to the phonograph demonstration and touch tinfoil from the phonograph)
- Daggett Farmhouse (can touch wool and yarn; can participate in a wool carding demonstration using carding paddles; can smell food cooking each morning and herbs in the garden)